**Sir**,

We read carefully the manuscript by [@bib3] recently published in the *British Journal of Cancer*. They tried to verify whether ALBI score can provide sub-stratification, in terms of prognosis after resection, transplantation or ablation, of liver function in patients with early hepatocellular carcinoma. Results are surely of interest, but we believe that some issues need to be further discussed. One of the conclusions, emphasised in the abstract, was that ALBI grade-2 patients may, where the option exists, be more suitable for liver transplantation or the less invasive curative ablative therapies. However, as can be noted in Table 2 of the study by [@bib3], a survival advantage can be obtained after resection with respect to ablation also in the ALBI grade-2 class. In particular, by pooling the available data (random-effects model), a 5-year survival of 48.6% (95% CI: 38.6--58.8) was calculated after resection and of 36.0% (95% CI: 18.2--56.1) was obtained after ablation. Thus, even if inferior to figures of ALBI grade-1, resection still confers a longer survival in comparison with ablation. In addition, no data on tumour features (even if data are derived from early stages, a non-negligible heterogeneity can be expected) for patients undergoing resection or ablation were provided, but only general surgical inclusion criteria were mentioned, making the comparison difficult to interpret with certainty. Thus, we believe that the Authors should be more cautious when suggesting ablation as an alternative option to resection for ALBI grade-2 patients as results, in terms of survival, do not support such proposal.

Despite this finding, we are in strong agreement of the suggestion for transplantation for ALBI grade-2, considering that the 5-year survival expected after liver transplant for early HCC largely exceeds 60%, with even the possibility to provide the 'cure\' from the tumour and the underlying liver disease ([@bib1]). The ALBI is surely of interest and when making recommendation for liver transplantation it would be of interest to compare its prognostic accuracy with that of the Model for End-stage Liver Disease (MELD) score, considering that the latter one is widely used as selection, and prioritization, criteria for liver transplantation ([@bib2]). Can the ALBI score replace the MELD system?

In conclusion, we believe that results of the study by [@bib3] can support the hypothesis that ALBI score can stratify prognosis among patients undergoing hepatectomy or ablation, but, as they are presented, cannot support to switch the option from surgical to non-surgical therapies. An additional comparison with MELD performance would be of great interest.
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